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EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND SAMPLE PREPARATION

The experiments have been performed at the ALOISA and ANCHOR endstations of the

ALOISA beamline [1] at the Elettra synchrotron in Trieste, Italy. The Au(111) substrate

was prepared by repeated cycles of Ar+ sputtering and annealing at 750K. X-ray pho-

toemission spectroscopy (XPS) was used to check for any chemical impurities (O, N, and

C). Pyridine (PYR, Sigma-Aldrich) was placed in a pyrex container and attached through

a leak valve to the UHV experimental chamber maintained at pressures of 10−10 − 10−11

mbar. The PYR/Au(111) multilayer was produced by PYR gas condensation in 10−7−10−6

mbar atmosphere on the Au(111) substrate, kept at 200K. Flash-heating this multilayer

film to temperatures ranging from -60◦C to 0◦C yielded PYR monolayer films with variable

adsorption geometries as detailed in the main text.

X-RAY PHOTOEMISSION SPECTROSCOPY AND NEAR EDGE X-RAY AB-

SORPTION FINE STRUCTURE

XPS measurements were performed with the X-ray beam at grazing-incidence (4◦) to the

sample. Photoelectrons from the sample were collected at the normal to the surface using

a hemispherical electron analyzer with an acceptance angle of 2◦, and an overall energy

resolution of ∼0.2 eV. The energy scale for XPS spectra was calibrated by aligning the Au

4f7/2 peak to a binding energy of 84.0 eV. XPS experiments were performed with photon

energy of 500 eV to obtain core-excitation spectra and 130 eV for valence band (VB) spectra.

Fig. S1 shows C1s and N1s XPS for the PYR multilayer and the monolayer film with the

molecules making an angle of ∼59◦ to the surface. The multilayer XPS spectra show a single

N1s peak at a binding energy EN1s = 400 eV. The C1s peak at EC1s = 286 eV is broadened

as the carbons bonded to the N atom are chemically nonequivalent to the other carbons.

Core level binding energy shifts of approximately ∼-0.8 eV are observed for monolayer films

due to final state screening of the core hole by the Au substrate [2].

Near edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) measurements were performed on

the nitrogen (carbon) K-edge by sweeping the incident photon energy from 396 eV to 420 eV

(280 eV to 315 eV) in steps of 0.1 eV. The photon incidence angle was set to 6◦. Spectra were

acquired using a channeltron detector with a wide acceptance angle in the partial electron
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FIG. S1. Carbon and Nitrogen XPS of PYR multilayer (blue curve) and monolayer (red curve, 59◦

tilt angle) taken with photon energy of 500 eV. A 0.8 eV Au-induced screening shift of the core

hole is clearly visible.

yield mode and a high pass filter with cutoff energy set to 370 eV (or 250 eV). The photon

flux was monitored on the last optical element along the beam path. The sample normal

was oriented either parallel (p-pol) or perpendicular (s-pol) to the light polarization, or kept

at the magic angle (with the ~E-field tilted by 54.7◦ from the surface normal).

The C and N K-edge NEXAFS for the monolayer PYR film (59◦) are shown Fig. S2A

by aligning the photon energy scales at the C1s and N1s XPS peaks. We note that LUMO

peaks in the two NEXAFS spectra coincide with this alignment. This reflects the fact that

due to proximity of the metallic substrate the core hole on the molecule, induced by XPS,

is efficiently screened by the gold substrate [3], indicating a relatively good molecule-metal

coupling.

Resonant valence band (VB) spectra of the PYR monolayer, taken at the C1s→ LUMO∗

and N1s → LUMO∗ resonances are also shown in Fig. S2B. Several resonances (e.g. at 5

eV, 7.5 eV, 11 eV) are visible, and correspond to core electron excitation to the LUMO and

subsequent de-excitation with electron emission, leaving a hole in an occupied molecular

orbital. The multilayer VB resonant spectra are also shown. Isodensity plots of the HOMO

and LUMO wave function obtained from DFT calculations for the isolated molecule are
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FIG. S2. (A) Monolayer C and N K-edge NEXAFS shown aligning the photon energy scales at

the XPS peak locations (C1s XPS peak at 285.5 eV and N1s XPS peak at 399.4 eV). Calculated

LUMO orbital, with weight on both C and N atoms is also shown. (B) Resonant VB photoemission

spectra at C1s→ LUMO∗ and N1s→LUMO∗ resonance for both monolayer and multilayer films.

Note that the multilayer spectra have been offset by ∼2 eV to lower binding energies to account

for the screening shift of the monolayer film. Calculated HOMO orbital is also shown.

shown in the inset of the Fig. S2. Calculated LUMO and HOMO orbitals are distributed

over C and N sites in agreement with the fact that strong VB resonances are observed for

this orbital pair on either core excitation site.

Detailed orbital assignment of the NEXAFS spectra can be performed following the

DFT calculated electronic structure (Fig. S3). For these calculations, we use GPAW, a

grid-based real-space projector-augmented-wave (PAW) code, with the BLYP exchange-

correlation functional [4, 5]. For these simulations, isolated molecules were first relaxed to

their optimized geometries. Default grid spacings and convergence thresholds were employed.

All NEXAFS calculations were performed using the half-core-hole approximation [6]. The

absolute energy scale was determined by performing a delta Kohn-Sham calculation and
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FIG. S3. DFT calculated NEXAFS of isolated PYR at (A) N K-edge and (B) C K-edge. Prin-

cipal transitions are shown as vertical bars. The overall spectrum with Gaussian broadening

(FWHM=0.3 eV) is shown as a dashed line and compared to experimental data (full line).

shifting the computed spectrum using the calculated total energy difference between the

ground and the first core excited state.

Molecular Tilt Calculations

The relative intensity of the NEXAFS signal in s-pol and p-pol for the C1s to LUMO

transition was used to obtain the orientation of the aromatic ring relative to the surface for

each monolayer film. The angle θ of the ring to the surface is determined using the relation:

tan θ =

√
2Isπ
Ipπ

where Isπ and Ipπ are the intensities of the LUMO (π∗) NEXAFS peak from the s-pol and

p-pol spectra respectively. Alternatively, since we also measure the NEXAFS intensity of

the LUMO π∗ and σ∗ peaks with the surface inclined at the magic angle θ = 54.7◦ (Imagπ
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and Imagσ ), we can obtain the average angle from:

tan θ =

√
2
Imagπ

Imagσ

Ipσ

Ipπ
.

In practice, we normalize the NEXAFS spectrum measured in p-pol to the intensity of the σ∗

peak measured at the magic angle and deduce the molecular angle from tan θ =
√

2Imagπ /Ipπ.

This procedure has the advantage that we only need to measure a single NEXAFS spectrum

in the multilayer with random molecular orientation or at magic angle configuration and

then determine the molecular tilt angle from the p-pol spectra alone.

CHARGE TRANSFER DYNAMICS CALCULATION DETAILS

We first consider the energy level alignment of the molecular orbitals (MO) relative to

the Fermi level (EF ) of the Au metallic substrate. In the ground state (GS) the LUMO and

higher unoccupied MOs are above EF . Upon X-ray absorption the MOs in the presence

of the core-exciton (core hole plus an electron in an unoccupied MO) are shifted down by

an energy ∆E. As a consequence, the LUMO∗, that is broadened due to hybridization

with the Au surface, may be partially below EF of the substrate. In such a situation,

conventional CHC analysis method must be modified to describe the bi-directional charge

transfer between the molecule and metal surface.

Core → LUMO excitation calculation

We follow the method described in detail in Bruhwiler et al. [7], with a key difference,

which is to consider that a fraction of the LUMO∗ is below EF . We denote this fraction as

x. We first consider core→LUMO excitation (Fig. S4a). Such system decays without charge

transfer (CT) from the LUMO∗ to the substrate with a probability PNoCT given as:

PNoCT = x︸︷︷︸
fraction < EF

+

∫ ∞
0

Γch
~
e−Γcht/~ (1− x)

[
1−

∫ t

0

ΓCT
~
e−ΓCT t

′/~dt′
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
fraction > EF

dt (1)

= x+ (1− x)

∫ ∞
0

Γch
~
e−(ΓCT +Γch)t/~dt = (2)

PNoCT = x+ (1− x)
Γch

Γch + ΓCT
(3)
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FIG. S4. Schematics of electron transfer dynamics from/to the LUMO∗ upon core electron excita-

tion to a) LUMO and c) free-electron continuum. The respective LUMO∗ populations as a function

of time after core-hole creation are schematically illustrated in b) and d).

where ΓCT , and Γch are related to the inverse of the characteristic time constants as τCT =

~/ΓCT and τch = ~/Γch for charge transfer and core-hole decay, respectively. Since x is the

fraction of the LUMO∗ that is below EF , it also implies that the probability of having no

charge transfer is increased by x, hence the first term in Eq. 1. Additionally, the fraction

above EF (i.e. 1 − x) is included as a prefactor, since it is only this fractional occupation

that can compete with the core-hole decay channel.

Similarly, the expression for the core-hole decay probability with charge transfer PCT

(i.e. with the LUMO∗ electron delocalizing to the substrate occurring prior to the core-hole

decay) is:

PCT =

∫ ∞
0

Γch
~
e−Γcht/~︸ ︷︷ ︸

core-hole decay

[
(1− x)

∫ t

0

ΓCT
~

e−ΓCT t
′/~dt′

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

CT prior to core-hole decay

dt (4)

PCT = (1− x)
ΓCT

Γch + ΓCT
(5)

Of course, PCT +PNoCT = 1 and for LUMO∗ fully above EF (x = 0), the conventional CHC
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expressions are recovered:

PCT =
ΓCT

Γch + ΓCT
and PNoCT =

Γch
ΓCT + Γch

For x = 1, the LUMO∗ is fully below EF and we get PNoCT = 1. Therefore the participator

intensity in this case is equal to that of an isolated system. Following Bruhwiler et al. [7],

we can relate the probabilities PCT and PNoCT to the RPES intensities as:

PNoCT
PCT

=
Ip + IRaman
IAuger

∝ Ip
IAuger

=
Γch + x · ΓCT
(1− x)ΓCT

(6)

where Ip, IAuger and IRaman denote the intensities of the participator, Raman Auger (i.e.

spectator shifted Auger) and normal Auger peak in the RPES spectrum of the molecule

on Au (coupled system). Analogous intensities for the isolated system (either gas phase

or multilayer films) can also be defined as I0
p , I0

Auger and I0
Raman For this coupled system

where the electronic structure of the molecule is only weakly perturbed relative to that of

the isolated molecule, we consider Ip+IRaman ∝ Ip, and use Ip in place of Ip+IRaman. Again

for x = 0 we obtain the conventional expression PNoCT/PCT = Γch/ΓCT [7, 8]. The above

relation may be simplified to

IAugerΓch = [(1− x)Ip − x · IAuger] ΓCT (7)

yielding for the CT time:

τCT = τch

[
Ip

IAuger
· (1− x)− x

]
. (8)

We remember that in both coupled and isolated system, the overall intensities scale as

Ip + IAuger = I0
p + I0

Auger = I0
p , so we obtain

τCT = τch

(
Ip

I0
p − Ip

−
xI0

p

I0
p − Ip

)
(9)

The first term in Eq. (9) is the conventional expression of the CHC CT time. The second

term is the correction which takes into account the probability for an electron on the LUMO∗

to delocalize to the substrate is x. Note that this implies that the fraction Ip/I
0
p is greater

than x.

Core → free-electron-continuum excitation calculation
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Next we consider the excitation of the core electron into the free electron continuum above

the ionization threshold. The LUMO∗ in the presence of the core-hole is also shifted down

in energy by ∆E relative to ground state (Fig. S4C) thus it is again partially below EF . We

again denote the fraction of the LUMO∗ that is below EF as x. Since the LUMO∗ is initially

empty, it may get populated by charge transfer from the Au substrate on the timescale of

the core-hole decay. This will allow for the super-participator channel in addition to the

normal Auger as discussed in the main text. The relative intensities of these two decay

channels reflects the dynamics of the electron transfer from the substrate to the LUMO∗.

We therefore extend the CHC analysis to include the competition between the core-hole

decay channels with and without the electron transfer from Au to the LUMO∗. We then

obtain a core-hole decay probability following electron back-transfer from the substrate as:

PBT =

∫ ∞
0

Γch
~
e−Γcht/~︸ ︷︷ ︸

core-hole decay

[
x

∫ t

0

ΓBT
~
e−ΓBT t

′/~dt′
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
BT prior to core-hole decay

dt (10)

PBT = x · ΓBT
Γch + ΓBT

(11)

and for the probability for core-hole decay without a back-transfer from the substrate as:

PNoBT = (1− x) + x

∫ ∞
0

Γch
~
e−Γcht/~︸ ︷︷ ︸

core-hole decay

[
1−

∫ t

0

ΓBT
~
e−ΓBT t

′/~dt′
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
No back-transfer

dt = (12)

PNoBT = (1− x) + x · Γch
Γch + ΓBT

(13)

When x = 1 we get:

PNoBT =
Γch

Γch + ΓBT
, PBT =

ΓBT
Γch + ΓBT

and
PNoBT
PBT

=
τBT
τch

.

To relate these probabilities to measurements in the case when x = 1, we consider the

participator and super-participator intensities measured at core → LUMO∗ or core → vac-

uum excitations are denoted as Ip and Isp respectively. The ratio PNoBT/PBT is then

simply(Ip − Isp)/Isp. For x = 0 we trivially get PNoBT = 1 and PBT = 0.

For 0 < x < 1, the above relations include two independent unknowns x and τBT . We

need to use the intensities of the core → LUMO∗ participator resonance, I0
p , the normal

Auger, I0
Auger and spectator shifted Raman Auger, I0

Raman in an isolated system (gas phase
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or multilayer). Of course in the isolated system, I0
Auger = 0 thus I0

p ∝ (I0
p + I0

Raman). We

obtain:
PNoBT
PBT

=
Γch + (1− x)ΓBT

xΓBT
=
τ̃BT
x

+
1− x
x

(14)

with dimensionless time τ̃BT = τBT/τch. Since one also has

PNoBT
PBT

=
I0
p − Isp
Isp

(15)

the equations above result in

τ̃BT =
x− Isp/I0

p

Isp/I0
p

. (16)

Determination of characteristic charge transfer time

Defining the fractions f = Ip/I
0
p and β = Isp/Ip (hence Isp/I

0
p = βf), we obtain for the

direct charge transfer time

τ̃CT =
f − x
1− f

, (17)

and for the back-transfer time

τ̃BT =
x− βf
βf

. (18)

FIG. S5. Graphical representation of the dependence of τ̃ (A) and x (B) on the intensity ratios

β = Isp/Ip and f = Ip/I
0
p .
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We assume that charge transfer probability is direction independent, i.e. that the char-

acteristic times for electron delocalization from LUMO∗ to Au and for back-transfer from

Au to the LUMO∗ are the same, τ̃CT = τ̃BT = τ̃ . Equating (17) and (18) for both charge

transfer time and fractional occupancy of LUMO∗, we get:

τ̃ =
f(1− β)

1− f(1− β)
(19)

x =
βf

1− f(1− β)
(20)

For a graphical representation of the Eqs. (19,20) see Fig. (S5). By applying these equations

we can evaluate the charge injection times from Au to the PYR molecule as a function of

molecular tilt angle as reported in Fig. 3 of the main paper. At the same time we also

evaluate the fraction x of the LUMO∗ that is partially below EF These latter values are

found to be close to unity (0.9± 0.05) for all tilt angles considered, which agrees well with

our theoretical predictions.

Auger peak position and fast injection of electrons

The LUMO* electron presence on the molecule during the time window of the core-hole

decay can be further evidenced in the kinetic energy of the Auger peaks. Fig. S6 shows

the N RPES for multilayer (upper panel) and monolayer (lower panel) with single scans

at the core →LUMO (red color curves) and core → free electron continuum (black curves)

excitations, shown in the central panel. For the multilayer we see the Auger peak at the

core→LUMO excitation shifted to higher kinetic energies because of the Coulomb screening

by the LUMO* electron. For the monolayer, the Auger peaks for both, core →LUMO and

core → free electron continuum spectra, are found at the same, blue shifted kinetic energy,

evidencing that LUMO∗ is always occupied. For the latter excitation this indicates, that

ultrafast injection from Au to the pyr molecule occurs prior to the core-hole decay.

ADDITIONAL THEORETICAL DETAILS

The resonant charge transfer time τ from a molecular state Φ is determined as τ = ~/Γ

[9, 10] from the Lorentzian full width at half-maximum (fwhm) Γ in the density of states

projected onto that orbital:

ρΦ(E) =
1

π
Im [GΦΦ(E)] ∝ 1

π

(Γ + γ)/2

(E − EΦ)2 + [(Γ + γ)/2]2
(21)
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with EΦ and Γ as fitting parameters, GΦΦ(E) the expectation value of the Green’s function on

the Φ state, and γ = 4 meV an additional broadening added for computational convenience.
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FIG. S6. Nitrogen K-edge RPES for pyridine multilayer (upper panel) and pyridine monolayer

on Au (lower panel). Different color scales are used for the 398-402 eV and 402-410 eV photon

energy ranges to emphasize the contrast of the super participator lines above 402 eV. Single scans

at core→ LUMO (hv=399.5eV, filled red curve) and at core → free electron continuum (hv=405

eV, black curve), indicated by respective red and black arrows are shown in the middle panel.

Spectator shift of the Auger peak due to LUMO* electron is seen between the multilayer spectra

at 399.5 eV and 405 eV. For monolayer, the 399.5 and 405 eV spectra, show no such shift between

the Auger peaks, indicating the similar occupation of LUMO* in both cases. Schematic energy

level diagram with the Auger emission and the LUMO∗ occupation is depicted aside.
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